Ernesta-B Enterprises Inc.
Telephone Services
Focused on the unique needs of our clients, Ernesta-B Enterprises is
proud to announce our agent affiliation with

babyTEL® .
Your Internet Telephone Company

offering you more - connecting you for less

sales@ernesta-b.com
www.ernesta-b.com
(416) 848-1836


Big visions, smaller
budgets ?



Home/Home-business
requirements?



High operational
expenses?



Phone features driving
up monthly bills?



Require unique
solutions?



Toll charges between
offices?



Need to separate
personal and business
lines?



Need a Pay-as-You-Go
plan?

Ernesta-B’s services and solutions have always offered our clients
high value at highly competitive prices.
We are proud to continue that tradition in conjunction with babyTEL®.
We are now able to offer our customers access to a full array of
customized telephone services and features for their business and
residential needs.
Combined with our technology consulting services, we have solved many
difficult problems that our clients have faced without the sticker shock
associated with the telephone company’s bill.

the babyTEL service
babyTEL® provides a fully-featured telephone service over your
existing high-speed internet connection. You no longer need to pay
for a traditional phone line from the telephone company.
You simply hook up your regular telephone through the 'babyBOX'™ to your
Internet connection and make and receive calls as you normally would. Keep
your existing telephone number or receive a new number (including 800#s)
to receive incoming calls.
Features such as call waiting and caller ID are all included in the service with many
more free features to come.
Also included is babyMAIL™ an advanced and fully-featured voicemail service.
babyMAIL gives you the option of retrieving your messages from any telephone
or from your email inbox.

Specializing in the
Needs of Small
Business
Your Vision to the Next
Level

June 15, 2004 babyTEL announced the beginning of the end of long distance
charges in Canada.' You can now call coast-to-coast to any 'Canadian Village'
™ city as a 'local' call. A call from Montreal to Vancouver or Kitchener to Toronto
is now the same as a call from Toronto to Toronto. All calls between babyTEL®
users are free.

Contact us for more Info or Click on the above link(s) to Sign-Up
via our self server portal

